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NEC X651UHD-2 SST

TECHNICAL DETAILS

  Diagonal (in) 65

  Panel S-IPS

  Touch points 6

  Standard UHD 4K

  Resolution (px×px) 3840x2160

  Width of viewable area (mm) 1429.8

  Height of viewable area (mm) 805

  Upper / lower bezel size (mm) 52.5 / 52.5

  Left / right bezel size (mm) 51.1 / 51.1

  Max. brightness (cd/m²) 450

  Viewing angles (h/v; °) 178/178

  Connectors 2 x 3.5mm jack (Line input/output)

  Connectors Spring clip output terminal (Speakers)

  Connectors 2 x DVI-D (Input/output, 24+1-pin D-Sub)

  Connectors 1 x DisplayPort (Input)

  Connectors 1 x USB-B

  Connectors 2 x Ethernet (RJ45)

  Connectors 1 x Remote (3.5mm jack)

  Connectors 2 x USB-A

  Connectors 1 x RS-232C (9-pin D-Sub)

  Connectors 4 x HDMI (Input)

  Max. power consumption (W) 212

  Width without stand (mm) 1532

  Height without stand (mm) 910
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  Depth without stand (mm) 103

  Net weight (kg) 70

  Set contains Vogel's PFW 4700 wall mount

  Set contains Remote control

  Set contains Power cord

  
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The 65-inch NEC X651UHD-2 SST is a large-format touch screen that supports 4K UHD 3840x2160 resolution. The monitor uses the innovative
ShadowSense multiple touch technology that allows you to handle six touch points simultaneously. It is based on optical position detection with the use of
perfectly calibrated sensors. This makes the X651UHD-2 SST an incredibly accurate, efficient and stable device.

Amazing 4K detail resolution and vibrant colors are guaranteed by the NEC SpectraView engine. Thanks to specially tailored and efficient filtering, it is
possible to ensure error-free and interference-free operation of the monitor in high-intensity lighting.

The X651UHD-2 SST is a plug&play monitor, so connecting an additional slot-in device with the ultra-high resolution is possible without installing
additional drivers. The TV has 4 HDMI inputs, 2 DVI-D inputs, and one DisplayPort. The monitor is perfect for interactive applications that require long
working hours and intensive use.

It is worth mentioning that the weight of the monitor (70kg) requires a reinforced wall and additional help with its assembly. The spacing of M8 mounting
holes in the VESA standard is 400x400mm.

SQM Rental House encourages you to rent the X651UHD-2 SST large format monitor!

Product link: 

https://rentalhouse.sqm.eu/gb/touch-monitors/660-nec-x651uhd-2-sst.html
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